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For Immediate Release 

SCHOLARSHIP	REWARDS	SUSTAINABLE	SOLUTIONS	
	TO	ATTRACT	A	BROADER	JAZZ	AUDIENCE	

TORONTO, February 8, 2021 — The Rochelle Koskie Jazz Student Scholarship Fund, in 
collaboration with the Jazz Performance and Education Centre (JPEC), is proud to announce 
the winners of the 2021 Award, "Rebooting the Jazz Audience." Students at Ontario’s four post-
secondary jazz programs — Humber College, Mohawk College, University of Toronto and York 
University — were challenged to propose a viable solution to attract and sustain the interests of 
a broader jazz audience, with a focus on a younger demographic.  

Co-founder and President of JPEC, Raymond Koskie, had the words of jazz legend, Duke 
Ellington, in mind in choosing the theme of this year’s award: "What is important is that [jazz] 
must live, and the only way it can live is with the existence of an ever larger and more keenly 
interested audience, to give it the support that must always be its life blood." (Duke Ellington, 
Music Journal, March 1962)  

“While it has been may decades since this interview with Duke Ellington, his words have never 
rung truer, given the average age of today’s jazz fans,” said Mr. Koskie. “Like many other 
aspects of our lives, our ongoing efforts to keep jazz alive have been complicated by the global 
pandemic, but our selection committee was so thrilled to see the students rise to JPEC’s -- and 
the Duke’s -- challenge!” 

The Rochelle Koskie Jazz Student Scholarship Fund has awarded $2,500 to each of the 
following student musicians in recognition of their creative, thoughtful and actionable 
submissions:  

Tony Rosenberg, Humber College, 4th year, Bachelor of Music, Woodwind Major 

Ryan Macdonald, York University, 1st year, Drums, Guitar, Bass and Piano 

Matheus Caldas, York University, 4th year, Guitar 

Patrick O'Reilly, University of Toronto, Graduate Program, Guitar, Composer 
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About	the	Rochelle	Koskie	Jazz	Student	Scholarship	Fund	
This Award was established in memory of Rochelle Koskie, life-long jazz fan and co-founder of 
JPEC, who passed away suddenly in July 2019. Throughout her vibrant life as a teacher, a 
mother, and in her role with JPEC, Rochelle shared her love of jazz at every opportunity and 
took great pride in the JPEC School Outreach Program. The Rochelle Koskie Jazz Student 
Scholarship Award endeavours to further its namesake’s dedication to nurturing the growth of 
the jazz community and jazz audience in Toronto, and beyond. 

About	the	Jazz	Performance	and	Education	Centre	(JPEC)	
JPEC is a Toronto-based registered charitable organization dedicated to the preservation and 
advancement of jazz and jazz education and developing and inspiring audiences of all ages.  
For more information about JPEC, visit www.jazzcentre.ca.  
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For further information, please contact: 
 
Raymond Koskie  
President, Jazz Performance and Education Centre 
raymondkoskie@rogers.com 
416-505-4555 


